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A challenge in preventing overdiagnosis is to identify potential ‘low-value’ clinical
actions supported by high quality evidence. Taking advantage of a popular literature
surveillance service for physicians, annually, we use a novel and systematic strategy to
identify primary care-relevant research studies that are most consistent with principles
of the Choosing Wisely™ campaign.
New this year, we identified free-text comments from the crowd of physician
members, for nine of these top-ranked studies, summarized as POEMs. We present
one exemplary comment per POEM to illustrate perceived barriers to implementation
of research findings in practice, from the perspective of the physician.
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• 265 unique POEMs were delivered in 2016
• 366,230 POEM ratings were analyzed (1,382 per POEM)
• Rater profile (2014 data)
– 3,718 MDs rated at least one POEM
– 3,222 (87%) are in full-time or part time practice
– 2,855 (77%) are GP/FP
– 2,475 (67%) are GP/FP in practice

The crowd (doctors)
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IAM questionnaire
(with 3 types of
patient benefit)
a) This information will
help to improve this
patient’s health status,
functioning or resilience
(i.e., ability to adapt to
significant life stressors)
b) This information will
help to prevent a
disease or worsening of
disease for this patient
c) This information will help to avoid unnecessary

treatment, diagnostic procedures, preventive
interventions or a referral, for this patient

4 Top POEMs of 2016 Consistent with the Principles of the Choosing Wisely Campaign
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CLINICAL ACTIONS TO CONSIDER

PERCEIVED BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTATION
(CROWD-SOURCED)

KNEE SURGERY DOES NOT REDUCE KNEE CATCHING OR LOCKING
IN PATIENTS WITH MENISCAL TEAR (FIDELITY)

In middle-aged patients with a meniscal tear and little or no osteoarthritis, do not recommended
arthroscopic surgery for the outcomes of improved long-term pain or function before a trial of
conservative management.

«I predict patients will find it less acceptable since there is a tendency
towards believing surgery fixes everything. Referral means their issues are
being taken more seriously (unfortunately).»

In patients with low back pain, do not prescribe opioid analgesic over nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs as there is no benefit in patient function.

«I find it almost impossible to convince a patient on opioids for acute back
pain to stop the meds when they become chronic. Their fear of the pain
overrides most of my clinical information.»

HYALURONIC ACID = SHAM INJECTIONS IN PATIENTS WITH KNEE DJD

In patients with knee degenerative joint disease, do not recommend hyaluronic acid injections as they
are only minimally better than sham injections in improving pain and function.

«This study again points out the important contribution of the placebo
effect. Placebo effect is an effect; it is not zero. Alternative practitioners
use this effect to great benefit. Medical practice invalidates much of
the positive placebo effect by actively pointing out the side effects
and making it unethical to use this effect overtly. So how do we harness
the full positive effect of the placebo, ethically?»

HYPERTENSIVE URGENCY NOT REALLY AN URGENT PROBLEM

In patients with hypertensive urgency, there is no need for rapid treatment as the risk of a major
cardiovascular event is low (1 in 1,000 over 7 days).

«The big difficulty is convincing the patient that they don’t need
emergent BP control.»

OPIOID ANALGESIA HARD TO TOLERATE AND NOT EFFECTIVE FOR
CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN
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PREVENTIVE
CARE

MISCELLANEOUS

«I will use the numbers as posted in the POEM for patient discussion

and that is a very helpful point for discussion. Convincing a
patient to start both an anti-hypertensive and statin for
intermediate risk will be hard.»

BP LOWERING AND STATINS NOT SYNERGISTIC FOR CV RISK REDUCTION (HOPE-3)

In patients at intermediate risk for a cardiovascular event (10-year risk 5%), do not add a statin to the
treatment of elevated blood pressure as there is no synergistic risk reduction.

SYSTEMATIC REVIEW: LUNG CANCER SCREENING WITH CT DECREASES MORTALITY
BUT WITH SIGNIFICANT HARMS

In all patients deciding to screen for lung cancer with low-dose computed tomography, discuss the
significant risks of harm (3% mortality from invasive procedures after screening) compared to the large
number needed to screen to prevent one death from lung cancer (308, 95% CI 201 - 787).

«There is a risk to screening, an important concept to share with patients.
Very difficult decision for my patients when explaining the pros and cons.»

OVARIAN CANCER SCREENING DOES NOT IMPROVE OUTCOMES (UKCTOCS)

In women, do not recommend screening for ovarian cancer as they are unlikely to experience
any mortality benefit.

«This is the issue with many screening interventions, people still wish to be
screened and find something. Risks of screening are also rarely discussed.»

CVD RISK CALCULATOR OVERESTIMATES RISK

In a typical multiethnic population, do not use the American College of Cardiology/American
Heart Association Pooled Cohort Risk equation to determine the risk of atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease events.

«The perceptions that recommending no therapy is non-attention
needs to be counteracted.»

COMPRESSION STOCKINGS INEFFECTIVE AFTER DVT

In patients who have experienced a deep vein thrombosis, do not recommend wearing elastic
compression stockings as they do not relieve pain or prevent post-thrombotic syndrome
or its recurrence.

«Interesting -will be tough to convince patients I would think;

compression stockings have been around a long time and give them
the feel that they are being ‘protected’ - food for discussion!»

